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REVIEWS 151
Helen Vendler. Part of Nature, Part of Us. Cambridge, Mass. and
 
London: Harvard U. Press, 1980. xi + 376pp. $15.00.
In her new book, Helen Vendler notes that as a critic Randall
 
Jarrell “had three special talents. He thought
 
naturally in metaphor  
(a source of charm and jokes as well as a
 
source of truth); he wrote, in  
almost every account, an implicit suspense story; and he saw
 
books  
constantly as stories about human beings.” Professor Vendler’
s remark describes, unconsciously to be sure, some of her own gifts.
 Does she not — to cite but two of many examples from this book
 —characterize Jarrell’
s
 own “telling accuracies” as the “blackberries  
in [his] wood” or Marianne Moore’
s
 physical experience of language  
as a “princesslike apprehension of every pea-size solecism?” One
 catches his breath at the start of Vendler’
s
 review of Robert Penn  
Warren’
s
 Audubon: A Vision over sentences like “Audubon’ s art is  
muscular and avid: his birds and his rats alike inhabit a world of beak
 and claw and fang, of
 
ripped-open bellies and planted talons — and  
finds that he is holding that same breath still (planted!) three pages
 later when, confirming the “stunning
 
completion” of Warren’s  poem,  
Vendler quotes its climax and ‘naturally’ echoes its sense with: “The
 grim and the contented coincide, and neither is falsified.” Finally,
 there can be no doubt that behind every
 
poem she analyzes, Vendler  
etches the human context, as for instance she does most movingly in
 discussing the
 
moments of brutality in Wallace Stevens’ s late poems:
As self and beloved 
alike
 become, with greater or lesser velocity, the final  
dwarfs of themselves, and as social awareness diminishes dreams of
 self-transcendence, the poet sees dream, hope, love, and trust — those
 activities of the most august imagination — crippled, contradicted, dis
­solved, 
called
 into question, embittered. This history is the history of  
every intelligent and receptive human creature, as the illimitable claims
 on existence made by each one of us are checked, baffled, frustrated, and
 reproved — whether by our own subsequent perceptions of their impossi
­ble grandiosity, or 
by
 the accidents of fate and chance, or by our betrayal  
of others, or by old age and its failures of capacity.
As one who was schooled in the notion that verse should rise to the
 
level of competent prose before it launches into the ‘poetical,’ I would
 have been automatically refashioning the quotation above — reminis
­cent of the resonant valediction of Vendler’
s
 Poetry of George Herbert  
— into the Fifth Quartet (pace, Parson Possum!) had I not been too
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stunned into reflection to read further in this book that day.
Perhaps no other passage than the one I have quoted at length
 
indicates better that the book’s title, drawn from Stevens, is as well
 chosen as its implications are generously enacted in the thirty-five
 essays and reviews collected here. Of
 
the poet, Stevens had written  
that
As part 
of
 nature he is part of us.
His rarities are ours: may they be fit,
 And reconcile 
us
 to ourselves in those  
True reconcilings, dark, pacific words.
As critic, Vendler’
s
 are, equally, “dark, pacific words.” They are “true  
reconcilings,” as well, in at least three senses. There is, first, the
 reconciling of a
 
poet’s interior tensions, their precise and unique defi ­
nition, their location economically charted to reveal interpenetration
 in
 
technique and  theme. Stevens, Vendler finds, to be the prisoner of  
warring truths, unable to make adoration and sensuality cohabitable,
 yet reluctant — in his tortured greatness —
 
to relinquish either “the  
truth of
 
desire [or] the truth of the failure of desire.” Through those  
mobiles of imagination Marianne Moore intricately assembled, the
 pain of feeling and the pain of governance gust and vie for dominance.
 The work of Elizabeth Bishop vibrates between two inextricable fre
­quencies —
 
the domestic and the strange. Lowell “feels the thread of  
self as perpetual clue, while following the labyrinths of change.”
 Jarrell “can be said to have put
 
his genius into  his criticism and his  
talent into his poetry.”
In addition to this kind of reconciling, there is the second of
 
Vendler the critic to the individual and various poets themselves,
 nowhere better illustrated than in the manner with which her flexible
 prose first identifies, then emulates the subject. When she says of an
 Auden passage that “it also gives us once again Auden-the-saga-
 sayer, writing the Anglo-Saxon alliterative line as only he can,” we
 scan her lines again for their double identity. Eliot, who carried no
 mean club for parody or slapstick himself, might have relished
 Vendler’s remark about a symbol-hunting book which states: “Sir
 Henry Harcourt-Reilly (in The
 
Cocktail Party) ‘drinks gin, juice of the  
tree of resurrection, and water, symbol of purification.’ Oh blessed
 juniper bush!” Dave Smith, for one final contrast, is of “high-piled
 books,” writes “dense verse out of hard moments,” so that Vendler
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confesses to knowing not “where to begin in describing his rich writ
­
ing.” But, of course, by now we know better; and sure enough, no
 sooner does
 
she define Smith’s “characteristic speed-up of mass” than  
Vendler, her accelerator floored, takes poet and us for a ride (its
 hazards all the more felt for a detouring parenthesis
 
in its progress):
There is an ambitious poem called “Night of the Chickens, North of
 
Joplin,” which describes (not autobiographically, it is about someone
 else) drunkenness, night driving, memories of a girl lost, memories 
of
 a  
dead father riding the rails, running into chickens 
on
 the road, breaking  
the headlights on the chickens, trying to drive without headlights, being
 guided by the lights on the houses and roadhouses paralleling the route,
 being sideswiped, trying to follow another man’s car lights, and being
 evaded 
by
 him out of fear.
But the third reconciling — that of both the
 
poet and the critic to  
the reader — is (as it was in Vendler’s earlier studies on Herbert,
 Stevens, and Yeats) once more paramount, if more explicit. Recalling
 in
 
her preface that as a young schoolgirl she read “books  about poets  
to find new poets and new poems,” Vendler admits that in collecting
 her pieces published over a span of twelve years she remembered her
 “younger self in the library; it is for
 
her counterparts today that  this  
volume is intended.” That is, obviously, a high compliment to
 Vendler’
s
 “counterparts,” and characteristic of her courage, generos ­
ity, and humility — overworked words these last three, I admit, but
 restored to their precise meanings when applied to a critic
 
who can ­
didly says of her first reading of Adrienne Rich’s poetry:
Four years after she published her first book, I read it in almost disbeliev
­
ing wonder; someone my age was writing down my life. I felt then, as I
 feel now, that for each reader there are only a few poets of whom that is
 true, and by the law of averages, those poets are usually dead or at least
 far removed in time and space. But here was a 
poet
 who seemed, by a  
miracle, a twin . . .
The same critic, over twenty years later however, can look at Rich’
s 
“For the Felling of a Tree in Harvard Yard,” feel that it “played with
 fire, yet did not burn,” and now just as candidly admit (and qualify): “I
 must have liked that.” By example here, as elsewhere in Part of
 Nature, Part of Us, Vendler underscores and dramatizes the second
 half of her title; thus, in other, if slightly altered, words of Stevens,
 Vendler has made “A transparence in which we heard music, made
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music, / In which we heard transparent sounds . . .” Her “rarity”
 
becomes ours.
Aesthetic chastity and reticence have always been terms of spe
­
cial and repeated significance to Professor Vendler. Together, they
 have signified those rarest moments in the arts when feeling and
 governance coincide and coalesce in natural if mysterious equival
­ence; when imagination and judgment have seemed to seize upon
 syllables just
 
beyond the reaches of consciousness; when the medium  
of imagination and judgment then contains and transparently
 reflects substance and maker in its syntax; when after all our analyses
 of a medium’
s 
minutest details, we sense something we call perfection  
but also know that perfection does not reside in any of its details, not to
 say our analyses; when, finally, we resort to terms like grace or a je ne
 sais 
quoi,
 when  remembering (however imperfectly) with Herrick we  
are moved to
 
exclaim, “Lust, there’ s no like to Poetry!” Viewed by her  
own prized terms, Professor Vendler’s Part of Nature, Part of Us is
 sovereign in its expression of such chastity and reticence.*
Despite her contention that “flaws die of themselves, in silence,
 
and need no criticism for
 
their extinction,” it is necessary (if imperti ­
nent) to remark that Professor Vendler’s respect for the word has not
 been matched by that of her printer, who, succumbing to the ills of
 publishing today, has given us an imperfect
 
text. I list the following  
typographical mistakes in the hope that they will “die” 
(by
 an agency  
natural or not) in a second printing:
 
P. 15 [Although Wallace Stevens  
was born in 1897]; p. 30 [pole, Let]; p. 34 [“Anatomy of Montomy”]; p.
 58 [betwee]; p. 63 [humburg]; pp. 78-79 [paragraphing or spacing
 between these pages]; p. 80 [a principal
 
of composition]; p. 129 [earth’  
fairer children]; p. 156 [“found” where]; p. 167 [terestrial]; p. 175 [it
 seed summons]; p. 197 [short, It]; p. 206 [Kite Poem”]; p. 298 [uniforms(
 “a]; p. 299 [mediative poem]; p. 308 [temped]; p. 334 [superfically]; p.
 335 
[he
 remember]; p. 361 [Bidar’s].
Charles Sanders The University of Illinois
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